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Identification of the D3h Isomer of Carbon
Trioxide (CO3) and Its Implications for
Atmospheric Chemistry
Corey S. Jamieson,[a] Alexander M. Mebel,[b] and Ralf I. Kaiser*[a]

1. Introduction

For more than four decades, the structural isomers of the
carbon trioxide molecule (CO3) have received considerable at-
tention. Whether considering chemistry in the atmospheres of
Venus, Earth, or Mars, or in the ices of the Martian polar caps
and in comets, these isomers are essential in understanding
the nonthermal chemistry of the carbon dioxide molecule
(CO2) and the inherent 18O isotope enrichment of stratospheric
carbon dioxide.[1–4] In view of radiation-induced degradation of
oxygen-bearing molecules such as ozone or carbon dioxide,
ionizing radiation from the solar wind can liberate oxygen
atoms in their electronic ground (3P) or first electronically excit-
ed state (1D), both with a significant amount of excess kinetic
energy. It was suggested that these atoms reacted with carbon
dioxide molecules either in the gas phase[5–7] or in the solid
state[8–10] to form a carbon trioxide intermediate(s) [Eq. (1)] .

An isotopically labeled oxygen (18O) reactant has been intro-
duced to keep track of the isotope exchange pathways. If the
CO3 intermediate is not stabilized by a third-body collision, it
may dissociate into oxygen and carbon dioxide, possibly
quenching an electronically excited oxygen atom or undergo-
ing isotope exchange of the oxygen atoms. These pathways
have been included in atmospheric models to explain the 18O
isotope enrichment of stratospheric carbon dioxide on
Earth[11–14] and the regeneration of carbon dioxide on Mars,
both in the upper atmosphere[15,16] and catalyzed in solid
carbon dioxide ices.[17] However, despite the importance of the
carbon trioxide isomers in atmospheric chemistry, to date only
the C2v symmetric structure has been observed experimentally

via low-temperature spectroscopy.[8–10] This molecule consists
of a three-membered ring system (OCO) and a carbonyl func-
tional group where the p-bond is localized to the C�O bond.
The CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h) molecule is characterized by three resonance
structures (Figure 1), resulting in a delocalized p-bond over the
three C�O bonds. The D3h isomer lies only 0.4 kJmol�1 higher
in energy than the C2v structure with an isomerization barrier

of 18.4 kJmol�1.[18] Evidence for an interconversion of both
structures first came when Baulch and Breckenridge, using iso-
topic labeling, found that an attacking oxygen atom has an ap-
proximately statistical (2/3) chance of being incorporated into
the carbon dioxide molecule [Eq. (1)] .[19] With the long lifetime
of the CO3 intermediate, sufficient time could exist to access
the D3h structure and equally distribute the excess energy into
the internal modes of freedom, giving each oxygen atom a
nearly statistical probability of being ejected from the D3h

isomer.[18] However, the inclusion of the D3h isomer into the 18O
isotope exchange models is only theoretical, making investiga-
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The CO3 molecule is considered an important reaction intermedi-
ate in the atmospheres of Earth and Mars for quenching elec-
tronically excited oxygen atoms and in contributing to the anom-
alous 18O isotope enrichment. The geometry of the CO3 intermedi-
ate plays an important role in explaining these effects ; however,
only the cyclic (C2v) isomer has been experimentally confirmed so

far. Here, we report on the first spectroscopic detection of the
acyclic (D3h) isomer of carbon trioxide (12C16O3) via its n1 and n2
vibrational modes centered around 1165 cm�1 under matrix isola-
tion conditions; the identification of the 12C18O3,

13C16O3,
13C18O3,

16O12C18O2, and
18O12C16O2 isotopomers of the acyclic isomer con-

firms the assignments.

Figure 1. The three resonance forms for the D3h isomer of carbon trioxide.
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tion into the physical properties of the CO3 intermediate and
the elementary mechanisms and kinetics of the reactions in-
volved in 18O isotope enrichment difficult. Consequently, con-
firming the existence of the D3h isomer would be a crucial step
in validating this isomerization mechanism from the C2v struc-
ture that is necessary in explaining the isotope exchange ex-
periments. Also, if a one-step mechanism for the formation of
the D3h isomer was found via the reaction of an oxygen atom
with a carbon dioxide molecule, it would provide an alterna-
tive, hitherto neglected, pathway for quenching O(1D) atoms
and 18O enrichment in the atmospheres of Earth, Mars, and
Venus.

We present the first detection of the D3h isomer of carbon
trioxide formed via the reaction of energetic oxygen atoms
with carbon dioxide molecules in low-temperature carbon di-
oxide samples utilizing infrared spectroscopy and combining
these data with theoretical computations of the vibrational
modes of these species. We also aim to understand the forma-
tion and isomerization pathways of both carbon trioxide iso-
mers by analyzing the kinetics of the reactions, the mecha-
nism(s) of formation, and the energetics associated with the
potential-energy surface (PES). Finally, we comment on the im-
plications of these findings for the atmospheric chemistries of
Mars, Venus, and Earth.

Experimental Section

The experiments were performed under matrix isolation conditions
via radiolysis of carbon dioxide ices in a contamination-free ultra-
high-vacuum stainless-steel chamber. The chamber can reach pres-
sures down to 5D10�11 Torr by use of a magnetically suspended
turbo molecular pump that is backed by a scroll pump. All pumps
used are oil-free to ensure no hydrocarbon contaminants enter the
system. Temperatures of 10 K are reached using a two-stage
closed-cycle helium refrigerator that is interfaced directly to a pol-
ished single-crystal silver mirror onto which the ices are con-
densed. The silver substrate is suspended by a differentially
pumped rotatable feedthrough, which aligns the wafer in the
center of the main chamber. Gas condensation is carried out at
10 K where the pressure is regulated by a thermovalve that lets
gas through the linear transfer mechanism and to the gas capillary
array that disburses the gas evenly. The carbon dioxide gases were
condensed for 3 min at a pressure of 1.0D10�7 Torr at 10 K to a
total thickness of 650�150 nm. The ice sample was then irradiated
isothermally with 5 keV electrons to cleave the carbon–oxygen
double bond of carbon dioxide. The electron beam was actually
operated at a nominal current of 1 mA with an extraction efficiency
of 78.8% and scanned over the sample area of 1.8�0.3 cm2 to
avoid heating the ice. The sample was irradiated for one hour,
which exposed the target to 1.8D1016 electrons (1.0D
1016 electronscm�2) ; longer irradiation times and higher beam cur-
rents should be avoided to eliminate overlapping electron trajecto-
ries and heating of the ice surface. Five experiments were per-
formed using: a) CO2 (BOC, 99.999%), b) C18O2 (CIL, 18O2 95%),
c) 13CO2 (CIL, 13C 99%), d) 13C18O2 (CIL, 13C 99% 18O2 90%), and e) a
CO2: C18O2 (1:1) ice mixture. The progress of the reaction was
monitored using a Nicolet 510 DX Fourier transform infrared spec-
trometer (FTIR). The spectrometer has a wavenumber range of
6000–500 cm�1 and operates in absorption–reflection–absorption
mode with a reflection angle of 75o from the normal, relative to

the mirror surface. The infrared spectra of the ice were recorded
online and in situ at an integrated time of 2.5 min and a resolution
of 2 cm�1. One blank was also performed using the same experi-
mental conditions as the CO2 experiment (a) but without irradiat-
ing the sample. The nondetection of bands that were assigned to
the CO3 isomers confirms that they are the result of the radiolysis
of CO2.
Ab initio calculations of vibrational wavenumbers and infrared in-
tensities were carried out using the multi-reference complete-
active-space self-consistent field (CASSCF) method with the active
space containing 16 electrons distributed at 13 orbitals and with
the 6-311G(d) basis set. The calculations were performed by em-
ploying the DALTON program package[20] and are an extension of
previous work carried out by Mebel et al.[18]

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Infrared Band Assignments

First, we prove the assignment of the CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h) molecule by in-
vestigating the absorption features that are observed in the in-
frared spectrum after the irradiation of the carbon dioxide ices.
To confirm the assignments of the CO3 isotopomers, ab initio
calculations are performed at the CASSCF ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(16,13)/6-311G(d)
level of theory[20] (Supporting Information, Table S1). In the
12C16O2 irradiation experiment, the CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h) molecule is identi-
fied by a peak centered at 1165 cm�1 (Figure 2), corresponding
to the degenerate n1/n2 vibrational modes. This band position

Figure 2. Representative infrared spectra (1250-1100 cm�1) for the n1 and n2

vibrational modes of the acyclic CO3 molecule after one hour of irradiation
for the CO2, C

18O2, and CO2:C
18O2 experiments. The overlapping vibrational

modes of four acyclic CO3 isotopomers are deconvoluted in the CO2:C
18O2

experiment.
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matches the calculated position of 1168 cm�1 after being
scaled by a factor of 0.97 (Table 1). This correction is necessary
to account for the anharmonicity of the vibrations, which are

computed within the harmonic approximation. In the 12C18O2

system, the n1/n2 bands are red-shifted to 1152 cm�1. This
agrees well with the computed value of 1155 cm�1 after scaling
by 0.98. Considering the 13C16O2 irradiation experiment, the
overlapping n1 and n2 bands of the 13C16O3 molecule are found
at 1141 cm�1, which agrees nicely with the calculated wave-
number of 1139 cm�1 (0.97 scaling factor). Also, in the 13C18O2

irradiation experiment, the 13C18O3 molecule is identified by a
band at 1121 cm�1 compared to the computed and scaled po-
sition of 1126 cm�1 (0.98 scaling factor). Note that in the
12C16O2/

12C18O2 ice mixture, four acyclic isotopomers are
formed: 12C16O3,

18O12C16O2,
16O12C18O2, and 12C18O3 (Table 1;

Figure 2). The overlapping n1 and n2 vibrational modes result in
a broad peak centered at 1158 cm�1 that is deconvoluted into
the fundamental modes for the four isotopomers. The substitu-

tion of one or two oxygen atoms in 12C16O3 by 18O reduces the
symmetry from D3h to C2v. This eliminates the degeneracy of
the n1 and n2 modes (Table 1). Note that the n1 and n2 vibra-

tional modes have the largest
infrared intensities; the n4 band
holds the third largest infrared
absorption coefficient and is cal-
culated to be about half as in-
tense as the degenerate n1 and
n2 bands combined; due to this
low intensity, the n4 band is not
observed in our experiments.
Summarized, eight isotopomers
of the acyclic CO3 isomer have
been identified in low-tempera-
ture carbon dioxide samples by
comparing the experimentally
observed peak positions with
the computed data after scaling
the predicted peak positions by
0.98–0.97.

To validate the quality of the
calculations, a comparison with
the known vibrational modes of
the cyclic C2v structure of carbon
trioxide are made. In four of the
carbon dioxide irradiation ex-
periments (12C16O2,

12C18O2,
13C16O2, and 13C18O2), the cyclic
carbon trioxide molecule is ob-
served by four vibrational
modes: its n1, n2, and n5 funda-
mentals, and a Fermi resonance
band between the n1 and 2n5

modes (except for the n2 band
of 13C18O3, which was not detect-
ed); for a more in-depth discus-
sion of these assignments see
Bennett et al.[10] The experimen-
tally derived positions are com-
pared with the theoretically cal-
culated ab initio values (Table 1).

For the n1 vibrations of the eight identified isotopomers the
scaling factors are found to be between 0.97 and 0.99. The n2

and n5 modes have scaling factors of 0.99–1.00 and 0.94–0.95,
respectively. These ranges demonstrate the expected consis-
tency of our calculations. In the case of the acyclic CO3 mole-
cule, a comparison of the experimental versus theoretical
wavenumbers gave scaling factors varying from 0.97 to 0.98,
which agrees with the precision found for the cyclic CO3 calcu-
lations. The actual scaling factor is dependent on the degree
of anharmonicity present in the given vibration due to the dif-
fering anharmonicities in the vibrations. With the high reliabili-
ty demonstrated from our calculations of the cyclic CO3 isomer
and the matching precision of the acyclic CO3 calculations, this
confirms our assignments of the n1 and n2 vibrational modes
of the acyclic CO3 structure.

Table 1. The observed positions of the n1 and n2 vibrational modes of the acyclic CO3 isotopomers and the n1,
n2 and n5 modes of cyclic CO3 are compared with the scaled theoretical wavenumbers calculated at the
CASSCF ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(16,13)/6-311G(d) level of theory. The scaling factors between the observed and theoretical values are
also reported. For the cyclic C2v isotopomers, the last two oxygen atoms in parentheses form the COO cycle.

Isotopomer Vibrational mode Scaled wavenumber
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[cm�1]

Observed wavenumber
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG[cm�1]

Scaling factor

acyclic CO3
12C16O3 n1/n2 1168 1165 0.97
12C18O3 n1/n2 1155 1152 0.98
13C16O3 n1/n2 1139 1141 0.97
13C18O3 n1/n2 1126 1121 0.98
18O12C16O2 n1 1168 1167 0.97
18O12C16O2 n2 1154 1155 0.97
16O12C18O2 n1 1162 1161 0.97
16O12C18O2 n2 1144 1150 0.97

cyclic CO3
12C16O3 n1 2041 2043 0.98

n2 1067 1067 1.00
n5 977 972 0.95

16O12C ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(18O16O) n1 2039 2039 0.98
n2 1058 – –
n5 1016 – –

16O12C ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(18O2) n1 2038 2029 0.97
n2 1035 – –
n5 1012 – –

18O12C ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(16O2) n1 2029 2021 0.99
n2 1049 – –
n5 1028 – –

18O12C ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(18O16O) n1 2007 2015 0.98
n2 1039 – –
n5 1011 – –

12C18O3 n1 2005 2006 0.98
n2 1014 1014 1.00
n5 960 955 0.95

13C16O3 n1 1986 1989 0.98
n2 1067 1067 1.00
n5 941 944 0.94

13C18O3 n1 1949 1953 0.98
n2 1011 – –
n5 933 932 0.95
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2.2. Kinetics and Dynamics

Having identified the acyclic isomer of carbon trioxide based
on the n1 and n2 fundamentals of the six isotopomers and the
wavenumber shifts supported by the theoretical calculations,
we attempt now to investigate the formation pathways of this
molecule. To do this, column densities from the 12C16O2 experi-
ment were calculated[10] for the observed molecular species
after the one-hour irradiation. The temporal development of
the column densities of the C2v and D3h isomers of carbon tri-
oxide are shown in Figure 3. The reaction model shown in
Figure 4 kinetically relates the observed molecular species and
solves the rate constants for the synthesis and destruction of
the CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h) molecule.[21] The desired rate constants are ob-
tained using the solution mapping technique[22] where the re-
action model responses are fitted to a series of simple algebra-
ic equations that are based on the rate equations and assigned
active variables (Supporting Information, Table S2).

The radiation-induced dissociation of carbon dioxide initiates
the reaction sequence by producing a carbon monoxide mole-
cule and an oxygen atom that can be electronically excited (1D
state) and/or suprathermal in its electronic ground state (3P),
as shown in Equation (2).

CO2ðX1Sþ
g Þ

k1
�!COðX1SþÞ þ Oð3P=1DÞ ð2Þ

The rate for dissociation of carbon dioxide (k1) is 4.1D
10�4 s�1 while the reverse reaction reforming carbon dioxide
occurs at the rate k�1=1.4D10�14 cm2molecule�1 s�1. The
oxygen atoms can react with adjacent carbon dioxide mole-
cules in the ice, thereby forming carbon trioxide. The pathway
to the C2v isomer is experimentally known[5,6,8–10] [Equation (3)] .

CO2ðX1Sþ
g Þ þ Oð3P=1DÞ k2

�!CO3ðX1A1; C2vÞ ð3Þ

The reaction is exoergic by 197.3 kJmol�1 relative to CO2+

O(1D). The rate of formation of the C2v isomer of carbon triox-
ide (k2) is 6.4D10�17 cm2molecule�1 s�1; the destruction rate of
CO3 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(C2v) is fitted to 8.3D10�3 s�1 (k�2). Based on our experimen-
tal detection of the D3h isomer, a direct pathway of formation
via the CO2+O reaction (k3) has to be added to the reaction
model, see Equation (4).

CO2ðX1Sþ
g Þ þ Oð3P=1DÞ k3

�!CO3ðX1A1;D3hÞ ð4Þ

This reaction is exoergic by 196.9 kJmol�1 relative to CO2+

O(1D). The rate constant for the production of CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h), k3, was
calculated to be 9.4D10�18 cm2 molecule�1 s�1, that is, approxi-
mately seven times slower than for the formation of the C2v

isomer. Since the energetics of each pathway are similar, the
difference in formation rates must be reconciled by under-
standing the mechanisms of formation of the CO3 isomers. An
oxygen atom reacting with a carbon dioxide molecule can

attack at a variety of reaction
geometries. According to Mebel
et al.[18] , an oxygen atom ap-
proaching carbon dioxide with
C2v symmetry is attractive on
two of the five degenerate O(1D)
surfaces and forms a O…CO2 re-
action complex that is calculat-
ed to be 28 kJmol�1 below the
separated reactants. This com-
plex can then proceed over a
transition state, resulting in the
formation of the C2v carbon tri-
oxide molecule where the
energy barrier is either slightly
below or slightly above the
O(1D)+CO2 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(X

1Sg
+) reactants, de-

pending on the calculation ap-
proach. However, in the previ-
ous work[18] , a direct pathway to

CO3 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h) was not found. Our current calculations indicate that
when an oxygen atom approaches CO2 with a C2v symmetry
(along the bisector of the OCO angle), there is a significant
barrier, leading to CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h) on all five electronic states correlat-
ing to 1D. However, since both isomers and the transition state
separating them lie well below O(1D)+CO2 ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(X

1Sg
+) in energy, it

is possible that reaction trajectories exist that lead directly to
D3h bypassing the transition state. Such trajectories could start
from the barrierless nonsymmetric approach (Cs symmetric)
and then bifurcate in the vicinity of the transition state; some

Figure 3. Column densities (molecules cm�2) of the two CO3 isomers (C2v and D3h) plotted over one hour of irradia-
tion for 12C16O2. The data are fitted according to the proposed reaction model. Error bars are derived by integrat-
ing a featureless region of the infrared spectrum and carrying that deviation through the column density calcula-
tions for each molecule (errors : D3h isomer �1.2D1014 molecules cm�2, C2v isomer �1.7D1013 molecules cm�2).
Structures for the two isomers of carbon trioxide along with the calculated bond lengths (K) and bond angles are
also shown.

Figure 4. Kinetic reaction model, relating the observed molecules in the
one-hour irradiation of carbon dioxide ice. Only species directly relevant to
the production of the carbon trioxide isomers are included.
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of these will go to the cyclic structure and others to the D3h

isomer. The cone of acceptance for an oxygen atom adding
across one of the two double bonds forming the C2v isomer is
probably larger than the cone of acceptance for the reaction
to the D3h isomer, which is consistent with the faster rate con-
stant derived for the formation of the C2v isomer. The rate con-
stant for the destruction of CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h) is 1.8D10�4 s�1 (k�3). The
D3h isomer may also be produced by isomerization of the C2v

structure. Therefore, the forward and reverse isomerization
channels between the C2v and D3h structures are included in
the reaction model (Figure 4). The energy difference between
the two isomers is 0.4 kJmol�1 with the C2v structure only
slightly lower in energy. With the low energy barrier for inter-
conversion between these structures (18.4 kJmol�1 relative to
the C2v structure) and the excess internal energy resulting from
the formation of the CO3 isomers [Eqs. (3) and (4)] , isomeriza-
tion between the D3h and C2v structures should readily occur.
The column densities of the two CO3 isomers are found to be
insensitive to the rate constants k4 and k�4 with the current re-
action model. This indicates that the formation of both CO3

isomers in our low-temperature samples is only dependent on
CO2+O reactions [Eqs. (3) and (4)] and that the destruction
channels to CO2+O (k�2 and k�3) are more important than the
isomerization channels. This does not imply that isomerization
does not take place, only that these channels are insignificant
when compared to the formation and destruction channels in-
dicated by Equations (3) and (4). To reproduce the column den-
sity of CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(C2v) near the latter part of the irradiation phase a
higher-order formation pathway is required. A reaction be-
tween carbon monoxide and molecular oxygen can form
carbon trioxide (C2v) ; this reaction is calculated to be exoergic
by 58.1 kJmol�1 (Figure 4).[24] The rate constant for this reaction
(k5) is 2.6D10�20 cm2molecule�1 s�1. This is over three orders of
magnitude slower than the formation of the C2v isomer via
CO2+O (k2) ; also the reactants are much less abundant than
those in Equation (3). This indicates that the reaction of carbon
monoxide with molecular oxygen plays a minimal role in the
formation of CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(C2v) but it is still required to reproduce the
column densities observed in the experiment. A pathway to
form molecular oxygen (O2, X3Sg

-) via recombination of two
oxygen atoms (O, 3P/1D) is added to make the reaction model
consistent. This reaction rate constant (k6) is 2.8D
10�10 cm2molecule�1 s�1.

3. Conclusions

To summarize, our low-temperature spectroscopy experiments
combined with the electronic structure calculations identify for
the first time the hitherto elusive D3h isomer of the carbon tri-
oxide molecule together with its isotopomers. A self-consistent
reaction model has been proposed to verify the formation and
destruction of both the C2v and the D3h symmetric carbon triox-
ide isomers. The formation of the D3h structure in the atmos-
pheres of Earth, Mars, and Venus can occur via isomerization of
the C2v structure as previously proposed[7,18, 19] or by a novel,
previously unconsidered, one-step formation route via Equa-
tion (3). The inclusion of the newly discovered pathway in at-

mospheric reaction models may help to better explain the
hitherto not fully resolved isotope enrichment of 18O in strato-
spheric carbon dioxide and provides an alternative channel for
the O(1D) quenching mechanisms. The CO3ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h) molecule is
also probably produced in carbon dioxide ices that are ex-
posed to space radiation such as those on interstellar dust
grains, Triton or Mars, or in comets; our laboratory band as-
signments may help guide astronomical searches for the CO3-
ACHTUNGTRENNUNG(D3h) molecule in these environments. Recognition of the D3h

isomer of carbon trioxide as a potential precursor to a more-
complex atmospheric oxygen chemistry is important as it may
also help constrain physical properties of the CO3 anion (CO3

�),
which seems to have similar possible isomeric configurations
to the neutral molecule.[25] The CO3 anion is one of the most
important negative ions in the atmospheres of Earth and Mars
and is a terminal ion in atmospheric chemistry.[26,27] Also, iden-
tification of the CO2+O reaction pathways may help explain
the isotope exchange in the isoelectronic reaction of oxygen
atoms with dinitrogen monoxide (N2O) reaction, leading to the
18O enrichment of N2O found in the Earth’s stratosphere.[28,29]
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